This book examines the impact of medical and psychological illness on foreign policy decision making. Illness provides specific, predictable, and recognizable shifts in attention, time perspective, cognitive capacity, judgment, and emotion, which systematically affect impaired leaders. In particular, this book discusses the ways in which processes related to aging, physical and psychological illness, and addiction influence decision making. This book provides detailed analysis of the cases of four American presidents. Woodrow Wilson's October 1919 stroke affected his behavior during the Senate fight over ratifying the League of Nations. Franklin Roosevelt's severe coronary disease influenced his decisions concerning the conduct of war in the Pacific, from 1943 to 1945 in particular. John Kennedy's illnesses and treatments altered his behavior at the 1961 Vienna conference with Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev. And Richard Nixon's psychological impairments biased his decisions regarding the covert bombing of Cambodia in 1969-1970. 
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Printed in the United States of America A catalog record for this publication is available from the British Library. Juliette George in particular offered me access to extensive research materials and generously read more than one version of that chapter. I benefited greatly from several long telephone conversations on the topic with her. Several stimulating lunches with Walter LaFeber also helped crystallize my thinking on Wilson. Robert Gilbert read the entire manuscript and offered very constructive advice throughout. The book is much improved for his input, and I am very grateful for his kindness. I remain deeply indebted to Dr. Robert Hopkins for everything he did to help bring this manuscript to fruition. Without his help, I would not have been able to access the Medical Archives at the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library, Boston. Dr. Hopkins generously offered several days of his time to help me read through the archives. Importantly, he helped me understand and interpret the meaning of the vast medical information available in those files. In addition, Dr. Hopkins brought his copies of the standard medical textbooks in use since the 1930s for me to examine in order to get a proper sense of the medical care available in each time period. He read the Kennedy chapter several times and the ix
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